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Newton's Telecom Dictionary

This is a business dictionary of 29,019 defined technology terms -- covering the latest in
telecommunications, computing, the Internet, The Internet of Things, networking and social media.
It's a complete dictionary/encyclopedia of today's information technology. It is used by everyone
from salesmen to lawyers, from corporate trainers to college educators, from corporate users to
engineers. It is set as a required textbook in colleges teaching telecommunications and information
technology. As the cover says, the massive 1450-page book covers everything in voice, data,
images, apps and video. The book is written for businesspeople in non-technical language.Newton
and his team expand and update the dictionary every day of the year, which makes it about as up to
date as you can get. No other dictionary/encyclopedia is updated as regularly as this one is. This is
the 30th edition. No other dictionary in the entire history of publishing has gone through 29 editions
-- each one improved, expanded and updated. We skipped the 29th because we wanted to highlight
the enormous improvements, fixes, updates and additions in this new 30th edition. There are 4.4%
more definitions (1,214 more) in this 30th edition.Several reviewers (and customers) refer to
Newton's Telecom Dictionary as the industry "bible." Originally just telecommunications, it now
covers computing, networking, and all the newer allied technology fields.A feature of the dictionary
is that many of the definitions are not just an explanation of the technology, but also a primer on
how the technology is used. Do's and don't about using the technology. Tips from personal
experience. What works and what doesn't. What to watch out for. Warnings.
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This 30th edition of Newton's Telecom Dictionary is by far the best edition ever. If you're thinking of
getting a used copy of an earlier edition just to save money, don't. The 30th is much better. In
addition to its having over 1,200 new definitions, the 30th edition also has fixed hundreds of
definitions that were muffed in earlier editions. Also, many of the earlier editions' outdated definitions
have been updated in the 30th.Among the new definitions: LTE-U, CAT6a, 802.11ax, AP spoofing,
soft telco, flapping route, top-down troubleshooting, Ts and Cs, Ivy Bells, G2W handover, W2G
handover, customer beam, gateway beam, dual-tracking antennas, colocated satellites,
subconstellation, splice tent, emergency tariff rate, temporary tariff rate, in-line encryptor, egress
firewall rules, ingress firewall rules, in-band management port, management VLAN, compressed
NPA, hot aisle, cold aisle, cold fix, hot fix, warm fix, inter-RAT handover, intra-RAT handover,
counterfeit cable, cable diagnostics, failover-to-cellular, failover-to-satellite, failover-to-wireless.On
the down side, hundreds of definitions still have factual errors. Some are stupendously wrong. Also,
there still are tons of spelling errors. In a dictionary of this size, with over 29,000 definitions, even if
90% of the definitions are fine, that still leaves a lot that need fixing.Bottom line: if you need a
dictionary on telecommunications and networking, get this one, even in spite of its flaws. It's by far
the most comprehensive telecom dictionary on the market.

Excellent resource. I use this almost daily in my profession to look up terms that I can't find
online--most tech sites that offer definitions like ETSI or IEEE require a membership to download
technical specs and I don't have the time or resources to scour through those to find what takes me
less than a minute with this invaluable resource. I couldn't recommend it enough.Also some great
hidden humorous definitions too. Love it.

A must have! Instead of crawling through the bull after you've googled a technical term, use THIS
book as it is peer reviewed and has excellent definitions and explanations. If you're in telecom or IT,
you should have a copy on your desk.

This is an essential resource for technology and telecom professionals which makes it all the more
frustrating that does not offer the latest version in a Kindle edition. I'm waiting for the release of a
Kindle edition before I will consider purchasing another version of this this; however, I highly

recommend that every technology professional have a copy of Newton's Telecom on their desk.
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